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Abstract
We give a survey on interval linear systems discussing problems for regular systems as well as for singular ones. We consider
several solution sets and direct methods to enclose them. Moreover we study iterative methods, particularly the total step method as
the basis for other ones. We also use this method for enclosing solutions of singular linear systems.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the set of linear systems of equations Ax = b where A is a matrix which varies in a given
real n×n interval matrix [A] and where b is any vector contained in a given real interval vector [b] with n components.
This set is usually called ‘interval linear system of equations’ or shortly ‘interval linear system’. It is denoted by
[A]x = [b] (1.1)
which is misleading in some sense since one normally does not look for a real vector x∗ or an interval vector [x]∗
such that (1.1) holds for x = x∗ or x = [x]∗ algebraically using interval arithmetic. Nevertheless we will keep up the
traditional formal notation (1.1) throughout the paper. One of the true problems in connection with (1.1) consists in
enclosing (possibly tightly) the solution set
= ∃∃ = {x | (∃A ∈ [A])(∃b ∈ [b])(Ax = b)} (1.2)
by an interval vector [x]∗. This is usually called ‘veriﬁcation of the solutions x ∈ ’ provided that [A] is regular, i.e., it
does not contain a singular matrix. A vector [x]∗ ⊇  is sometimes called a ‘solution of (1.1)’. For singular matrices
[A], i.e., matrices which contain at least one singular matrix A as element this terminology has to be modiﬁed since
a compact interval vector can never contain a non-trivial afﬁne subspace which occurs in consistent singular linear
systems Ax=b. We discuss this problem in Section 5 where we also report on the convergence of the total step method
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if the spectral radius (|[A]|) of the absolute value |[A]| ∈ Rn×n of [A] no longer satisﬁes the usual convergence
criterion (|[A]|)< 1. In this way we generalize the set of admissible regular interval matrices [A] for this method.
Moreover, we allow systems with singular matrices A at the boundary of [A]. In Section 2 we report on possible origins
of interval linear systems and on particular subsets of  from (1.2), in Section 3 we mention direct interval methods for
enclosing a solution [x]∗ of (1.1) presenting a new unpublished necessary and sufﬁcient criterion for the feasibility of
the interval Gaussian algorithm (cf. Theorem 3.1c). Section 4 is devoted to iterative methods with emphasis on the total
step method for interval data. We illustrate the central role of this simple method by deriving connections to methods
in relevant interval software. Nearly all of our results are not yet contained in textbooks like [1, 30]. It was our aim to
give a survey on them without being exhaustive. Due to page limit we had to omit such important topics as complexity,
sparsity and subspace methods. Moreover, our citations had to be very restrictive. They should be understood as starting
point but by no means as a complete list of references in this area.
By IR, IRn, IRn×n we denote the set of intervals, the set of interval vectors with n components and the set of n × n
interval matrices, respectively. By ‘interval’wemean here a real compact interval.As already indicatedwewrite interval
quantities in brackets with the exception of point quantities (i.e., degenerate interval quantities) which we identify with
the element which they contain. Examples are the identity matrix I and the vector e=(1, 1, . . . , 1)T.We use the notation
[A] = [A,A] = ([a]ij ) = ([aij , aij ]) ∈ IRn×n simultaneously without further reference, and we proceed similarly for
the elements of Rn,Rn×n, IR and IRn. For an interval [a] we introduce the midpoint aˇ = (a + a)/2, the absolute value
|[a]|=max{|a|, |a|}, the radius rad([a])= (a − a)/2 and the interior int([a])= (a, a). For interval vectors and interval
matrices these quantities are deﬁned entrywise, for instance |[A]| = (|[a]ij |) ∈ Rn×n. For their properties and for the
interval arithmetic on which most of our results are based we refer to the introductory chapters of the textbooks which
we just mentioned—see also the pioneering work of [40].
As usual we call a vector x ∈ Rn non-negative if xi0 for i = 1, . . . , n, writing x0 in this case. By x > 0 we
denote a vector whose entries all are positive. For matrices we apply this deﬁnition analogously. If A ∈ Rn×n only
has non-positive off-diagonal entries and if it has a non-negative inverse then A is called an M matrix. An interval
matrix [A] ∈ IRn×n is called an M matrix if each A ∈ [A] has this property. It is an H matrix if its comparison matrix
〈[A]〉= (cij ) ∈ Rn×n is an M matrix where the entries of a comparison matrix are deﬁned by cij =min {|a| | a ∈ [a]ij }
if i = j and cij = −|[a]ij | if i = j .
2. Solution sets
There are several mechanisms which may lead to interval linear systems. Common to all is the aim to enclose the
input data of one or several point linear systems Ax = b. The need for this action can occur during a computational
process or is already immanent in the underlying mathematical problem by virtue of inexact input data. Examples for
the ﬁrst category are conversion errors like the conversion from decimal to binary system, and rounding errors when
computing for instance the entries of A and b. Thus the decimal number 0.1 cannot be represented with ﬁnitely many
digits as a binary number but is a periodic dual fraction. Therefore input data which are exactly represented in the
decimal ﬂoating point system may fail to be represented exactly as binary ﬂoating point numbers. If one wants to
compute with the exact input data nevertheless one has to compute with machine representable bounds for these input
data. This directly leads to interval linear systems. Analogously one obtains such systems when dealing with rounding
errors. Two examples for the second category are non-linear systems of equations with Newton’s method hidden behind
and Leontief’s static open input–output model. We will shortly describe the situation in both cases.
Example 2.1. Look for a zero x∗ of a given continuously differentiable function f = (fi) : x ∈ Rn → Rn and assume
that you are given an approximation x˜ for x∗. Assume that [x] ∈ IRn is known such that x˜, x∗ ∈ [x]. Using Taylor
expansion one obtains
0 = f (x∗) = f (x˜) +
∫ 1
0
f ′(x˜ + t (x∗ − x˜)) dt · (x∗ − x˜)
= f (x˜) + (gradfi(i ))T · (x∗ − x˜) ∈ f (x˜) + f ′([x])([x] − x˜),
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where i = x˜ + ti (x∗ − x˜), ti ∈ (0, 1) appropriately. This directly leads to an interval linear system with [A]=f ′([x])
and [b] = −f (x˜) provided that one replaces x by x − x˜. The interval system can be interpreted as the starting point of
the well-known interval Newton method in the multidimensional case. See, e.g., [1] for details.
Example 2.2. In Leontief’s static open input–output model (cf., e.g., [13]) a national economy is disaggregated into n
sectors each of which is assumed to produce a single kind of goods. The goods are consumed by the n sectors in order
to maintain their production and by an additional sector called open sector or ﬁnal demand. In order to be comparable
the gross outputs xi are measured in a common monetary unit. That part of xi which is consumed by the jth sector
is assumed to be proportional to the production xj of this sector itself. Introducing so-called input coefﬁcients cij for
this proportionality and denoting by bi the ﬁnal demand or net output of the ith sector yields to the vector equation
x = Cx + b. Often the input coefﬁcients are subject to uncertainties at the beginning, or they are not constant during
all the time (although the model is static). Mostly bounds for cij and bi are available which directly lead to an interval
linear system with an interval matrix [A] = I − [C]. Such systems were studied in [18,32].
While in conversion and rounding errors the intervals are expected to have ‘relatively’ small width the diameters of
the intervals in the two last examples can be moderate or even large. Therefore, interval linear systems with entries
of various kinds of widths must be considered. Their solution set  = ∃∃ is given by (1.2). While  arises quite
automatically there are also further solution sets depending on the questions which one asks. In connection with
Example 2.2 one naturally wants to know which gross outputs x are possible if one requires A ∈ [A] and b ∈ [b]. The
answer is , of course. But one can also ask which gross outputs x lead to a ﬁnal demand b ∈ [b] for each A ∈ [A].
The tolerance solution set
∀∃ = {x | (∀A ∈ [A])(∃b ∈ [b])(Ax = b)}
gathers these particular solutions. Moreover, one might ask which gross outputs x can satisfy each ﬁnal demand b if
A ∈ [A] is chosen appropriately (dependent on b). This leads to the control solution set
∃∀ = {x | (∀b ∈ [b])(∃A ∈ [A])(Ax = b)}.
All three solution sets can be expressed by means of set theoretic symbols, partly combined with interval arithmetic,
or by a midpoint-radius formulation:
x ∈ ∃∃ ⇔ [A]x ∩ [b] = ∅ ⇔ |bˇ − Aˇx|rad([A])|x| + rad([b]), [31]
x ∈ ∀∃ ⇔ [A]x ⊆ [b] ⇔ |bˇ − Aˇx|rad([b]) − rad([A])|x|, [33]
x ∈ ∃∀ ⇔ [A]x ⊇ [b] ⇔ |bˇ − Aˇx|rad([A])|x| − rad([b]). [39]
The second equivalences of this list are essentially based on the equivalences [a] ∩ [b] = ∅ ⇔ |aˇ − bˇ|rad([a]) +
rad([b]) and [a] ⊇ [b] ⇔ |aˇ − bˇ|rad([a]) − rad([b]) which can easily be proved for two intervals [a], [b]. These
second equivalences show, in particular, that in each ﬁxed orthant all three solution sets can also be expressed by
means of appropriate linear inequalities. Geometrically the general solution set ∃∃ is a star like set formed by a ﬁnite
union of ﬁnitely many intersections of half spaces. If [A] is singular it was shown in [17] that each (topologically)
connected component of ∃∃ is unbounded. If [A] is regular this set is a closed polyhedron. Under the same restriction
the tolerance solution set ∀∃ is either empty or a closed convex polyhedron, and the same holds for the intersection of
the control solution set ∃∀ with an orthant. Additional properties on ∀∃ and ∃∀ as well as further references can be
found, e.g., in [39].
While the three solution sets described above do not restrict [A] it is sometimes clear from the origin of the problem
that the matrices A ∈ [A] of the underlying point systems share some property such as symmetry or Toeplitz form.
Therefore, it is useful to modify  in this respect. In [30] the symmetric solution set
sym = {x | (∃A ∈ [A])(∃b ∈ [b])(Ax = b, A = AT)} ⊆ 
was considered. It can be described by means of linear and quadratic inequalities as was shown in [2] by means of
the Fourier–Motzkin elimination process. Thus its boundary can be curvilinear and is made of ﬁnitely many parts of
quadrics and hyperplanes. Solution sets with more general restrictions and further references can be found in [3].
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Fig. 1. Solution sets.






and the vector [b] = ([0, 2], [0, 2])T (Fig. 1).
3. Direct methods
As in the point case there is a variety of direct methods which generate bounds for the solution set orsym. Forwe
mention methods in [1,12,17,30,34], and references therein. Methods for sym are contained in [4,11,15,16]. Although
part of these algorithms may have large complexity, may show a tremendous overestimation of the corresponding
solution sets or even may break down there also are a lot of cases where they work well. We will shortly describe the
special features of two of them.
The interval Gaussian algorithm produces an output vector [x]G = IGA([A], [b]) by the same formulae as for a point
system, now using intervals and interval arithmetic. For theoretical reasons [x]G is often represented as a multiple
product due to Schwandt (1981) or in a recursive form using the Schur complement as in [30]. Alefeld (1977) showed
that [x]G exists if [A] is an H matrix, Reichmann (1979) derived a criterion for the feasibility of the algorithm if [A]
has upper Hessenberg form and fulﬁlls some additional sign conditions. He also mentions a 3 × 3 interval matrix for
which the algorithm fails by division by zero even if pivoting is allowed although it is feasible for any element matrix
A ∈ [A]. For citations we must refer to the survey article [15,24]. We also recall a perturbation result in [30] which
guarantees that [x]G exists for some matrix [B] if this matrix is ‘nearby’ [A] provided that [x]G exists for [A]. The
perturbation is quantiﬁed using the Hausdorff distance. While these results are only sufﬁcient for the feasibility of the
algorithm there also are several necessary and sufﬁcient ones which we collect in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. (a) If [A] = I + [−R,R], RO (which always holds when preconditioning (1.1) by Aˇ−1) then [x]G
exists if and only if (R)< 1. This in turn holds if and only if [A] is an H matrix [26].
(b) If the graph of 〈[A]〉 is a tree and ordered by minimum degree then [x]G exists if and only if xG exists for all
A ∈ [A]. For details see [15].
(c) If 〈[A]〉 is irreducible with 〈[A]〉u0 for some u> 0 then [x]G exists if and only if 〈[A]〉u = 0 or if the same
sign conditions are fulﬁlled as in [25, Theorem 3.5]. For details see [24].
These criteria generalize results of Reichmann (1979) for triangular matrices, of Schäfer (2001) for arrowhead
matrices, of Frommer and the author (1993) for diagonally dominant matrices. See the references in the papers cited
above. Part (c) of the theorem can be illustrated, e.g., by the matrix [A] deﬁned as a circulant with the entries [a]11 =
n(n − 1)/2, [a]1j = [0, j − 1], j = 2, . . . , n, in its ﬁrst row and by [b] = [A]e. The matrix [A] is an unsymmetric
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Toeplitz matrix with 〈[A]〉e = 0. Even when choosing n = 100 and taking into account rounding errors the maximal
diameter of the components of [x]G remains less than 8.
There are also contributions to the overestimation of [x]G and to block variants among them the papers ofWongwises
(1975), Garloff (1980) and Schätzle (1984) cited in [22] and the newer ones [28, 35].
The interval Cholesky method was tailored to enclose sym if A is positive deﬁnite for each symmetric matrix
A ∈ [A]. It is deﬁned analogously to the Cholesky method for point matrices and uses the square and square root
function of interval arithmetic. The output vector [x]C is ‘independent’ of [x]G. It generally differs from [x]G and can
satisfy [x]C ⊆ [x]G or [x]C ⊇ [x]G or none of these relations. See [4] for details. The vector [x]C certainly exists if
[A] = [A]T is an H matrix with aii > 0 for i = 1, . . . , n (cf. [4]). There is also a perturbation theorem analogous to that






and [b] = (6, 6)T. Then  = convex hull (( 65 , 65 )T, (2, 2)T, ( 1817 , 3017 )T, ( 3017 , 1817 )T) ⊇ sym = {(1, 1)T| 652} and
[x]G = ([1, 2], [ 1817 , 2])T ⊇ [x]C = ([1, 2], [ 1816 , 2])T.
4. Iterative methods
Iterative methods seem to be applied to interval linear systems more frequently than direct ones. Under some
additional conditions they do not break down and deliver veriﬁcation mostly in a few steps. These advantages may hide
the fact that they require a stopping criterion when computing on a machine. We will study here only a prototype of
such methods, the so-called total step method, showing how it carries over to the well-known Krawczyk method when
interpreted appropriately.
Richardson splitting applied to Ax = b leads at once to the ﬁxed point form x = (I − A)x + b from which one can
deduce the (interval) total step method
[x]k+1 = [C][x]k + [b], k = 0, 1, . . . , (4.1)
with [C]= I −[A]. This method was already mentioned in [7] and studied since then in various ways. Preconditioning
Ax = b by some matrix R and introducing the difference xk − x˜ for an arbitrary vector x˜ (usually an approximation of
the solution x∗) results in the ﬁxed point form x − x˜ = R(b − Ax˜) + (I − RA)(x − x˜) with the interval iteration
[x]k+1 = R([b] − [A]x˜) + (I − R[A])[x]k, k = 0, 1, . . . , (4.2)
where [x]k = [x]k − x˜. Method (4.2) can be interpreted as Krawczyk’s method when specialized to the linear case
with interval data. The iteration has the form (4.1) which means that all theoretical results for the total step method can
easily be transferred to the more familiar Krawczyk variant and vice versa. In the sequel we therefore formulate our
results partly for (4.1) and partly for (4.2) starting with the basic result of O. Mayer.
Theorem 4.1 (Mayer [29]). Each sequence ([x]k) of iterates of (4.1) is convergent to the same limit [x]∗ if and only
if (|[C]|)< 1. In this case the following properties hold.
(a) The matrix [A] is regular, and [x]∗ solves [x] = [C][x] + [b] and contains .
(b) If  ⊆ [x]0 then  ⊆ [x]k, k = 0, 1, . . . . If ‖|[C]|‖∞ < 1, x˜ as in (4.2) and
[x]0 = x˜ + ‖|[b] − [A]x˜|‖∞
1 − ‖|[C]|‖∞ [−e, e]
then  ⊆ [x]0, where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the usual maximum norm and the row sum norm, respectively.
(c) If [x]1 ⊆ [x]0 then the sequence ([x]k) is monotonically decreasing with respect to ‘⊆’ and [x]∗ ⊆ [x]k holds
for k = 0, 1, . . . .
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If in (c) the stronger restriction
[x]1i ⊂ [x]0i , i = 1, . . . , n, (4.3)
holds one can even cancel the assumption (|[C]|)< 1 in Theorem 4.1 since it now follows from (4.3). Condition (4.3)
is the key for veriﬁcation in practice as was demonstrated intensively by Rump (cf. [36]). For the Krawczyk variant
it is contained in the following theorem in which the parts (a) and (b) are due to Rump [37] and the extension (c) to
Jansson [16].
Theorem 4.2. Let [d] = R([b] − [A]x˜), [C] = I − R[A], [x]0 = [x]0 − x˜, [x]1 = [d] + [C][x]0 as in (4.2) with
k = 0. If ([x]1)i ⊂ ([x]0)i , i = 1, . . . , n, then the following properties hold.
(a) The matrices R and [A] are regular, (|[C]|)< 1,  ⊆ x˜ + [x]1.
(b) min(i ) ∈ x˜i +di + ([C][x]0)i , i=1, . . . , n, max(i ) ∈ x˜i +di + ([C][x]0)i , i=1, . . . , n, where i denotes
the projection of  onto the ith coordinate axis.









(rij x˜l + ril x˜j )[a]j l
then (b) holds with sym instead of .
Note that (b) and (c) are starting points for a sensitivity analysis since they present error bounds for the overestimation
of x˜ + [x]1 on  and sym, respectively.
Sometimes the condition (4.3) or its analogous condition in Theorem 4.2 are not fulﬁlled. If, for instance, one iterates
according to [x]k+1 = 1 + [x]k/4, k = 0, 1, . . . starting with [x]0 = [1.3, 1.33] then [x]∗ ≡ x∗ = 43 will never be
contained in one of the iterates [x]k = 43 + [1.3 − 43 , 1.33 − 43 ]/4k . Here a modiﬁcation will help which is usually
called epsilon inﬂation. If one iterates according to [x]k = [x]k[1 − , 1 + ], [x]k+1 = 1 + [x]k/4 with  = 0.1, then
[x]1 = 1+[x]0/4=[1.2925, 1.3656] ⊆ [1.17, 1.463]= [x]0 , and Theorem 4.2 can be applied. In practice one inﬂates
by [x] = [1− , 1+ ][x] + [−, ]e with a small machine number  in order to inﬂate for [x] = 0, too. An alternative
is the procedure [y]= (1+ )[x]− [x], [x] =[y′, y′], where y′i < yi, y′i > yi denote the nearest machine numbers. In
the ﬁrst case one inﬂates essentially relatively to the absolute value of [x], in the second case relatively to its diameter.
Inﬂating intervals was suggested by Caprani and Madsen in [14] and realized in practice by Rump [36]; cf. also [23]
and the literature therein. The following theoretical result is due to Rump [38].
Theorem 4.3. Let [C], [J ] ∈ IRn×n, [b], []k ∈ IRn, k=0, 1, . . . , and iterate according to [x]k+1 =[J ]([C][x]k +
[b])+ []k, k = 0, 1, . . . . Let [J ] be diagonal with I ∈ [J ] and assume (|[J ]||[C]|)< 1. If [] = limk→∞ []k exists
with 0 ∈ int([]) then [C][x]k0 + [b] ⊆ int([x]k0) for some k0 ∈ N0.
We mention that (nearly) all the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 are fulﬁlled for the choice [J ]= [1− , 1+ ]I, []k =
[−, ]e which implies the ﬁrst variant of epsilon inﬂation as described above.
There are, of course, additional iterative methods for verifying a solution of (1.1). We refer to [1,21,30,39]. Here
we only mention the class of methods which is based on a splitting [A] = [M] − [N ] with a regular matrix [M]. The
resulting iteration reads [x]k+1 = IGA([M], [N ][x]k + [b]), k = 0, 1, . . . , which for lower triangular matrices [M] is
equivalent to [x]k+1i = {−
∑i−1
j=1 [m]ij [x]k+1j + ([N ][x]k + [b])i}/[m]ii , i = 1, . . . , n.
5. Interval singular systems
Mostly the coefﬁcient matrix A ∈ Rn×n of a point system is regular and the system therefore uniquely solvable.
Sometimes, however, the matrix is singular and the system is consistent, i.e., it is solvable. This situation occurs,
e.g., when discretizing a Neumann problem, problems for elastic bodies with free surfaces or Poisson’s equation with
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periodic boundary conditions. The stationary distribution vector of a ﬁnite homogeneous Markov chain grows out from
a singular system as well as sometimes the production vector of a Leontief input–output model. Details can be found
in [13, Chapters 7.6, 8.4, 9.4, 9]. Introducing inaccuracies in the input data of these cases leads at once to singular
interval linear systems which we will consider in this ﬁnal section. As we already mentioned in the introduction we
have to modify our deﬁnition of solution for such systems. Now we call [x]∗ a solution of (1.1) if for every point system
Ax = b with A ∈ [A], b ∈ [b] it contains at least one solution. This means, in particular, that each such point system
is consistent, i.e., it is solvable. In order to formulate our results we deﬁne the powers of interval matrices [A] ∈ IRn×n
by [A]0 = I, [A]k+1 = [A]k · [A], and—analogously to [13]—we call a matrix [A] semi-convergent if the sequence of
its powers is convergent to some matrix [A]∞ which need not be the zero matrix. Moreover we recall the deﬁnition of
the Drazin inverse AD of a point matrix A ∈ Rn×n. To this end we use the Jordan normal form J of A ∈ Rn×n in the
2-block form













is the Drazin inverse of A, a generalized inverse of A. In [13] the following theorem can be found.
Theorem 5.1. Let Ax = b be consistent, C = I − A, and xk+1 = Cxk + b. Then (xk) is convergent for any x0 if and
only if C is semi-convergent. The limit may depend on x0.
This theorem can be generalized to interval linear systems in the following way.
Theorem 5.2 (Alefeld and Mayer [6], Arndt [8]). Let [C] = I − [A], let [x] = [C][x] + [b] be consistent and let
[x]k+1 = [C][x]k + [b]. Then ([x]k) is convergent for any [x]0 if and only if |[C]| and [C] are semi-convergent. In this
case the limit [x]∗ is a solution of [A]x = [b] which may depend on [x]0 and which satisﬁes [x]∗ = [C][x]∗ + [b].
Theorem 5.2 induces three questions:Which conditions guarantee consistency?When are matrices semi-convergent?
Which part of the solution set  is contained in the limit [x]∗? We shall answer these questions in a reversed order
recalling ﬁrst the corresponding results for point systems. We start with the connection between the limit and the
solution set.
Theorem 5.3 (Berman and Plemmons [13]). LetAx=b be consistent,C=I−A semi-convergent, and xk+1=Cxk+b.
Then limk→∞ xk = ADb + {I − AAD}x0.
Theorem 5.4 (Alefeld and Mayer [6]). Let both [C] = I − [A] and |[C]| be semi-convergent, let [x] = [C][x] + [b]
be consistent and let [x]k+1 = [C][x]k + [b]. Then
lim
k→∞[x]
k ⊇ ([x]0) = {ADb + {I − AAD}x0 | A ∈ [A], x0 ∈ [x]0, b ∈ [b]}.
The next three theorems study semi-convergence.
Theorem 5.5. The matrix C ∈ Rn×n is semi-convergent if and only if either (i) or (ii) holds, where (i) (C)< 1, and
(ii) (C) = 1 and 	= 1 is the only eigenvalue of C with |	| = 1 and the elementary divisors of 	= 1 are linear.
Theorem 5.6 (Mayer [19,20]). Let [C] ∈ IRn×n with rad([C]) = O and let |[C]| be irreducible. Then [C] is semi-
convergent if and only if (i) |[C]| is semi-convergent and (ii) if (|[C]|) = 1 and if there is a unique matrix C˙ ∈ [C]
such that |C˙| = |[C]| then C˙ = −D|[C]|D, where |D| = I .
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Theorem 5.7 (Arndt and Mayer [10]). Let [C] = ([C]ij ) be partitioned by blocks [C]ij and assume that (|[C]ij |) is
the reducible normal form (cf. [13]) of |[C]|. Let|[C]| be semi-convergent. Then [C] is semi-convergent if and only if
each diagonal block [C]ii is semi-convergent.
We ﬁnally address to consistency.
Theorem 5.8 (Mayer and Warnke [27]). Let |[C]| be irreducible with (|[C]|) = 1 and let v be a Perron vector of
|[C]|. Construct [B] from [C] by replacing there all those columns by the corresponding ones of the identity matrix
which contain at least one non-degenerate entry with midpoint zero. Deﬁne Cˆ by Cˆ ∈ [B] with |Cˆ| = |[B]|. Then
(a) [x] = [C][x] + [b] is consistent if and only if [b] ≡ b and x = Cˆx + b is solvable.
(b) If [x]=[C][x]+[b] is consistent (cf. (a))with a solution [z]∗ then [z]∗=zˇ+t0[−v, v],where zˇ solves x=Cˆx+b and
t0 is some non-negative real number. Moreover, [z]∗t := zˇ+t[−v, v], t t0 also is a solution of [x]=[C][x]+[b].
We end our paper with an example which illustrates the situation. It is a generalization of the discretization of the
periodic boundary value problem mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Example 5.1. Let [D][
],[] = circ([
], [], 0, . . . , 0, []) ∈ IRn×n be the circulant matrix with the ﬁrst row listed in
brackets, let I ∈ Rn×n and deﬁne [C] = I ⊗ [D][
],[] + [D]0,[] ⊗ I ∈ IRn2×n2 , where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product. Choose n = 5, [
] = [0, 14 ], [] = [0, 18 ], [] = [ 18 , 14 ]. Then |[C]| is irreducible and (|[C]|) = 1. Let
zˇ = (1,−1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1,−1, 1)T ∈ Rn2 , b = (I − C)zˇ so that the assumptions of our theorems are fulﬁlled. Using
the MATLAB toolbox INTLAB and iterating according to (4.1) yields the following results where we stopped the
iteration with k = k0 whenever two computed successive iterates no longer differ.
[x]0 s˜ t˜ k0
0 0 1 814
e 0 1 796
[−1, 1]e −0.42 − 10−14 1.42 + 10−14 796
[−2, 1]e −0.92 − 2 · 10−14 1.92 + 2 · 10−14 796
((−1)i[−1, 2])n2i=1 −0.68 − 2 · 10−14 1.68 + 2 · 10−14 777
In the table [x]0 denotes the starting vector and s˜, t˜ are used for the representation of the computed ‘limit’ [x]k0 = zˇ +
s˜e + t˜[−e, e].
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